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Abstract

Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) has the potential for reducing cost and improving perfor-

mance by assembling an entire system on a single wafer. In order to reach its full potential,

architectures must be able to tolerate faults caused by defects on a wafer while retaining

significant cost and performance advantages over individually packaged chips. An efficient

way of incorporating fault-tolerance into WSI is through reconfiguration. This thesis dis-

cusses a fault counting scheme and the design of fault-toierant reconfrgurable hierarchical

interconnection networks for linear WSI arrays. Status Logic is also presented to serve as

a mathematica,l basis for the proposed schemes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increase in the complexity of integrated circuits is based on economic reasons. If
we consid.er that the packaging costs of a system are a substantial function of the sum

of marketing, design, silicon, manufacturing and test cost, then it becomes obvious that

putting several dies in a single chip can drastically decrease the cost of a system. It is clear

that the increase in compiexity of ICs will be obtained by the combination of a reduction in

minimum feature size and also by increase in chip area. The decrease of minimum feature

size will eventually stagnate due to the physics of silicon devicesl, and increases in chip

size, perhaps up to thelevel of Wafer Scale Integration (WSI), will become necessary. This

increase in the level of integration to WSI leads to other major advantages: higher speeds

due to shorter interconnection lengths as compared to PCB technology and better reliability

due to the smaller number of inter-level interconnections [11-].

\Mafer Scale Integration (\ /SI) has the potential for reducing cost and improving perfor-

mance by assembling an entire system on a single wafer. A major problem with assembJ,ing

a large system on a single wafer, however, is that some of processors, or cells, on the wafer

are likeþ faulty [6]. Hence, in order to reach its full potential, architectures must be able

to tolerate faults caused by defects on a wafer while retaining significant cost and per-

formance advantages over individually packaged chips. An efrcient way of incorporating

fault-tolerance into WSI is through reconfiguration. It has been clearly stated in recent

years that a hierarchical approach is necessary for WSI to proceed. It is also necessary for
lAt least for the devices we are currently familiar with.
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any complex system and especially for WSI that a solution be found to the yield problem.

The best way to obtain acceptable yields is to start from elementary blocks, the size of

which are determined from yield analysis and which are repaired at least for a subclass of

defects (small defects for instance). A second level of reconfrguration allows repair with

respect to clustered defects [11].

Concentrating on a hierarchical approach, the purpose of this thesis is to introduce a

fault counting scheme ¿nd the design of fault-tolerant reconfi-gurable hierarchical intercon-

nection networks, specifically self-pruni,ng binary úrees (SPBTs) [14, L3], for linear WSI

arrays. In this hierarchical approach, elementary units (basic modules) are built first and

bigger units (hierarchical modules) are constructed from the elementary units in a hierar-

chical fashion. The basic module is assumed to be self-testable and has a status associated

with self-test. The status indicates that the module under test is either faulty or fault-

free. The hierarchical mod.ule also has the status which is determined by the status of its

lower hierarchical modules. The status of basic modules are obtained. from the parallel

self-testing and propagated through the hierarchy to determine the status of hierarchical

modules. Because propagation of the status through the hierarchy is not a fault-free process

in a potentially defective large systems, a fault-tolerant coding scheme may be required to

tolerate fauity channels and hence single-bit status with 0 indicating faulty and 1 fault-free

is not adequate for such an environment. Moreover, the status are used to provide test vec-

tors for an interconnection self-test in the SPBT presented in Chapter 4. Thus, we consider

a multi-bit (k-bit, k > 7) status to enhance a reliability of the status and to be used in the

interconnection self-test.

The thesis flrst presents Status Logic (SL) as a mathematical basis for determining

the status of hierarchical modules. The SL defines logic operations between k-bit status.

Mathematical preliminaries for the SL operations of k-bit status and implementations of

the SL elements are discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, we provide forma,l definitions

of SL O,R (U), SL AND (n), and SL NOT (-) and show that the SL is a commutative

semigroup under u and. n. Hard.ware implementation of the SL elements is attempted

through a semigroup homomorphism to avoid d.esign difficulty and. to minimize hardware

overhead.

Chapter 3 introduces a fault counting scheme which estimates the number of the fault-
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free basic modules on the potentially defective WSI system. Fault counting is accomplished

through a scale transformati,on. The scale transformation transforms the number of lower

level status into one higher level status using the SL element. Successive application of the

scale transformation transforms -ðf status of basic modules into one final status which is the

status of highest level hierarchical modules. By knowing the following:

yield of basic module,

number of lower level status transformed into one higher level in each stage of the

scale transformation,

o SL elements used in each stage of the scale transformation,

we can approximate the number of fault-free basic modules by the final status result from

the scale transformation. Also in this chapter, method of fault location using the SL is

discussed. Fault location identifies the faulty basic modules and the faulty interconnects, if
desirable" A binary se¿rch scheme which locates the faulty basic mod.ules using the binary

tree with the Str AND (n) is presented. The SL AND (n) produces the fault-free status if
and only if all of the input status are fault-free. If the status of the root node were fault-free

we know that there is no faulty basic modules, and if not then we can identify and locate

the faulty basic modules within O(1og/[) steps by tracing the faulty status from the root

node to the faulty basic modules. In add.ition to fault location, this chapter discusses a

motivation toward the design of SPBT interconnection network.

FinaJly, Chapter 4 presents the design of the SPBT interconnection network. The goal of

the SPBT network is to provide a reliable and a fast-reconfigurable interconnection network

architecture for linear WSI arrays. The SPBT architecture employs a bottom-up approach

to reconflgure a linear pipeJined array on a potentially defective WSI array using a binary

tree interconnection scheme. The binary tree in the proposed architecture is generated by

successive formation of hierarchical modules and can be laid out by using the H-tree layout.

For y'/ processing elements (PEs) on the wafer, reconfiguration time for this architecture is

O(log¡f). The proposed architecture is highly reliable because, by pruning faulty subtrees,

it can tolerate up to (¡f - 1) faulty PEs which may include clustered faults.



Chapter 2

Status Logic

Fault counting and the design of fault-tolerant reconfigurable hierarchical interconnection

networks presented in the subsequent chapters can be accomplished by determining the sta-

tus of hierarchical modules (HMs). The status of a HM is determined based on the status

of its lower 1evel HMs through Status Logic (St) elements. This chapter introduces SL as

a mathematical basis for determining the status of HMs and discusses efficient hardware

implementations of the SL elements. In this chapter, a multi-bit (k-bit, k > 1) status is con-

sidered for a higher reliability of the status and for the purpose of providing test vectors for

the interconnection self-test implemented in the reconfigurable hierarchical interconnection

networks.

2.L Mathematical Preliminaries

Let 5 be a set and l5l : 2k (k ) 1), where l^91 denotes the number of elements in the set

5. We partition the set 5 into 2 subsets G (Good) and F (Faulty) such that GU F : S

and Gfì-F: /. Elements z € G and y € F areselected torepresent the subset Gand
F respectively. The element ø is called a representative element of any ø € G and y

a representative element of any ó € F. We define c* as a representative element of any

c € S sothat c*:r¡if c Ç. Gand c*:U,otherwise. Usingrand3t,primitive SLOR(u),
AND (11), and NOT (-) operations are defined as in Figure 2.1 for a)J. a1,az € G and for

all åi,bz € F. With the definitions provided in Figure 2.1, both ( 5, U ) and ( 5, | )
are commutative semigroups. A commutative semigroup is an ordered pair < Sc,, o ) such
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Figure 2.1: Definitions of Ll,l-1, and : on ,9.

that o is a commutative, closed, and associative binary operation on a non-empty set ,f6r

1121.

Froposition 2.L ( S, U ) and ( S, il ) are commutat'iue semi,groups.

Proof. trlom the definitions provided in Figure 2.1, both ll and ll are commutative,

closed, and associative on the set ^9. D

Consid.ering the SL as an algebraic system, the foilowing equations, motivated by properties

of boolean algebra, hold for âr] c1, c2, and cs € ^9.

(a) Commutative laws: c1 L) cz - c2l) c1, c1f1c2: c2l cr

(b) Associative laws: c1u (c2 ¡ 
"r) - (c1tl c2)tt cs,

c¡f1 (c2 ll ca) = (c1n c2)n cs

(c) Distributive laws: c111(c2lJ ca) = c1f1c2 U c1 [l ca,

qL-J (c2l ca) : (qu c2) n (c1 U ca)

(d) Absorption laws: c1 [ì (c1 U c2) : ct, qLJ (c1[t c2) = ci

(e) Idempotent laws: c1l.J c1= cI, ct l-1c1 - cf

(f) Double negation law: --cr - cT

(g) Dominance laws : c1 l-J cz = cî, c1f1c2 = cî, if ct € G

(h) De Morgan laws: -(c1 ll c2) : -¿1LJ -cz¡ -(c1 U c2) = -c1fl -¿2

Equations (a) through (h) can be proved from the definitions of U, n, and - provided in

Figure 2.1. As an example, a proof for De Morgan laws stated in equation (h) is provided

in the following lemma. The proofs for remaining equations, however, can similarly be

obtained.
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Lemma 2.L Let c7, c2 € S. Then,

(i) -(c1 Ll c2) : -¿1f1-c2¡

(ii) -(c1 [1 c2) = -ç11) -c2.

Proof. For (z) and (ii), there are four cases to consider depending on which subsets c1

andc2belongto. Let a €. G,b e F, andc € ,9. Thenfor(i),
case (1): if c1 = ø and c2: b,

-(ø U ó) : -fr¡ since ¿ lJb: x

: U, from Figure 2.1

= ii"-,i"*ïä":',,

case (2): if c1 - ó and c2: a¡

-(b U ¿) : -bf1-a¡ by Commutative law in 
^9

cases (3) and (4): if c1 : c2: c¡

-(c U c) : -r¡ if c € G by ldempotent law in 5

(or -g, if c € f')
: g(orr)

= gllg (or rllr), by ldempotent law in 
^1

= -cff -c¡ by definition of - in Figure 2.1.

By combining cases (1) through (4) we have:

-(c1 LJ c2) : -¿1 fl -c2.

Similarly we can prove lor (ii,),

(ii) -(c1n "r) - -c1u -c2. tr
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Figure 2.2: Defrnttions of lJ,11, and - on ,9/.

Hardware implementation of SL elements is not easy from the definitions given in Fig-

ure 2.1 because the SL elements should be able to recognize all ¿ € G and all ó € .F'. Direct

implementation of the SL elements from the definitions provided in Figure 2.1 is, therefore,

difficult and costly in terms of hardware overhead and hence is not practical. Different

approaches should be attempted to reduce both hardware overhead and design diffi.culties.

An approach which realizes the SL elements through a mapping called ,Eep (Representa-

tive) from the set ^9 to the subset of 5 is investigated to make implementation easier and

to reduce the hardware overhead. The idea of this approach is to take a mapping from the

set with many elements to the set with signifi.cantly less elements so as to implement the

SL elements using the set with less elements and a necessary mapping circuitry.

Let ^9/ be the subset of 
^9 

containing only the representative elements, that is S' : {* ry}.

We extend the definitions givenin Figure 2.lto the subset ^9/. The definitions of primitive

SL operations (U, il, and -) on ,5' are given in Figure 2.2. The set ,9/ is a subsemigroup

under the same operations lJ and ll because ^9/ C ^9 and the set ,5/ is itself a semigroup

under both U and n as defined in Figure 2.2. We define a mapping -Bep (representative)

from 
^9 

to 5/ as:

( ^þ-+r ifc€GRen: I v

cèU if c€F

where c € S . The mapping Rep is a semigroup homomorphi,sm from 5 to 5' under both the

same operations ll and n. A semigroup homomorphism is a mapping g from a semigroup

{ Saro ) to a semigroup < Sb,,o/ > with

P(q o cz) : p(ct) o' p("2),

for any c1, c2 €. ,5c. A semigroup homomorphism from,5 to,5'is illustrated in the following

Proposition.
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Proposition 2.2 A mapping Rep i,s a semigroup homomorphism from S to S' under the

binary operations On F) and AND (n).

Proof. Foranycl and c2 Q. Srwehavetoprovethefollowing:

(i,) Rep(qr c2) = Rep(c1) u Rep(c2),

(ii.) Rep(c1n c2) : Rep(c)t1fuep(c2).

For (z) and (ii), there are four cases to consider depending on which subsets c1 aîd c2

belong to. Let a € G,b e F, and c € ^9. Thenfor (e),

case (L): if c1 = ø and c2: b,

ReP(ø Lr b) 

r 
ï;,7;,"ï{åí y

case (2): if c1 - b and. c2 = a,

Rep(bu a) : Rep(b)u Rep(a), by Commutative law in 
^9

cases (3) and (4): if c1 = c2 = ct

Rep(cl c) : Rep(c"), by Idempotent law in ,S

: co, bY definition of ReP

= c* l) c* , from Figure 2.2

: Rep(c)u Rep(c).

By combining cases (1) through (4), we have:

Rep(c1U c2) = Rep(cy) U Rep(c2).

Similarþ, for (ii),

Rep(ønb): Rep(s)
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:g

= frng

= Rep(a)n Rep(b),

Rep(bn a) = Rep(b)tl Rep(a),

ReP(ct1c) : ReP(c")

L

= cn nc*

= Rep(c) n Rep(c).

Thus,

ReP(c1t1 c2) = ReP(c1) tl ReP(c2).

Therefore, the mapping Rep is a semigroup homomorphism from 5 to 5/ under the binary

operations U and l'1. EI

Proposition 2.2 shows that the mapping Repmaps both the O.E (U) and AND (l-l) operations

in 
^1 

to the same operations in ^9'. The mapping Rep also maps the NOT (-) operation in

5 to that in 5/. This is formally stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2 Rep(-c) = -Rep(c) fo, c € S.

Froof. Rep(-c) : R"p(v), if c € G (or Rep(r), if' c e F)

= E (or æ), by defi.nition of. Rep

: -t (or -g¡, from Figure 2.2

= -Rep(a) (or -Rep(6¡¡, by definition of Rep

= -Rep(c)- a

2.2 Implementation of Status Logic Elements

In this section, we present a method of implementing efficient SL elements using Propo-

sition 2.2 and Lemma 2.2 stated in the previous section. By using Proposition 2.2 and,
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Lemma 2.2, we proceed to prove that the primitive SL operations in .9 are the same as

those in 5/.

Froposition 2.3 Let c1, cz €. S. Then,

(,t) ciu c| : c1t"-J c2,

(ii,) cin c$ = c1f1c2,

(iii) -ci = -c1.

Proof. For (i) and (ii),let o denote Ll and f-1. Then,

c!øci = Rep(c)eRep(c2)

: ReP(c1o c2) bY ProPosition 2.2

: C1OC2,

since the evaluation of c1 o c2 results in one of the representative elements Ø or 3r, by the

definitions given in Figure 2.1, and the mapping Rep maps the representative elements back

to themselves. Hence, the evaluation of Rep(c1o c2) always yields the same result as that

of c1 o c2. Therefore, c{ o cT,: ct o c2. Similarly lor (iii'):

-cT = -ReP(ct)

: ReP(-¿t¡ bY Lemma 2'2

= acl. n

Proposition 2.3 shows that any SL operations in 5 can be expressed with those in 5/ using

the same primitive SL operators Ll, f1, and -. Hence, any SL function g(q,czr"'rcn) whose

domain is 5 and range is 5' can a,lso be written as:

g(4,c2,"',cn) : g(ci,ci,"',"i). (2.1)

Equation (Z.t) can be proven using Froposition 2.3. Although the Rep rnapping circuitry

is required, equation (2.1) signifrcantly reduces the difficulty of the SL implementation

and hence the hardware overhead because the SL circuitry is only required to recognize

the representative elements ø and. y, not Va e G and Vb € F as previously required.

Proposition 2.3 also enables to rewrite equations (a) through (h) in ,S to those in 5/ as

follow:

10
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(a') Commutative laws: cf I cl = ciU ci, cin ci = cin ci

(b') Associative laws: ciu(ci u c$) : (cf u c|) u cj,

cin (c$ n c$) : (ci n ci) n c$

(c') Distributive laws: cin (cfi U c$) = cin ci U cj t-ì ci,

ciu (ci n cl) : (ciu c$) n (cf u cj)

(d') Absorptionlaws: cf n(ciUc[) = cf, ciu(cf ncj) = cf

(e') Idempotent law: ci1 ci = cI, cI lì cf : ¿1

(f/) Double negation law: --cT - cT

(g') Dominance laws : cf u cT = cI, cin c$ = cl, if. ct € G

(h') De Morgan laws: -(cf n ci) = -citJ -cI, -(cf U ci) = -cit1 -ci

Again, equation (a/) through (h') can be proven from the definitions of OR (u), ,41fD (n),

and NOT (-) provided in Figure 2.2. A, proof for De Morgan laws stated in equation (h/)

is given in the following lemma. The proofs for remaining equations can a,lso be obtained

similarþ.

Lemma 2.3 Let cl and ci e S'. Then,

(i) -(ciu ci) = -cIn -cl,
(ü) -(cf n ci) = -clu -cl.

Proof. For (ø),

-(ciu ci) : -(Rep(c1)u Rep(c2))

: -ReP(ql cz), bY FroPosition 2.2

= Rep(-(c1u c2)), by Lemma 2.2

= Rep(-c1n -cz)t by De Morgan laws in (h)

= Rep(-c1) 11 Rep(-c2), by Proposition 2.2

= -Rep(c1)n -Rep(cz), by Lemma 2.2

= -citl -cl.

Similarly, for (ii):

-(cl n ci) = -ciu -cI. tr

11
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Figure 2.3: Structure of Status Logic (SL) elements.

We can make the SL implementation easier by considering a bijectiae mapping f ftom

the ,S/ to the Boolean space B, B = {0,1} . The bijective mapping / maps ø Á 1 aod

U L O. Because the mapping -f is bijective, the inverse mapping of /, denoted as /-1,
exists and maps t rJ *and 0 r: u.It can be shown that the mapping / is a semigroup

isomorphism that is also a homomorphism which is bijective from ,9' onto B with

72

a
a
o

o
a
c

d^

Í(ùudz) = f(dr)v r@2)

l@Ln d2) = l@') n l@z),

(2.2)

(2.3)

where d,1,d,2 € 5'and V and A denote Boolean logic operators O.R anð, AND respectively.

As usual, A will be omitted. Similarly, it can also be shown that the / maps the .n[OT (-)
operation in ,5' to the corresponding NOT operation in B such that:

fþdù = 7@r),

where "-" denotes the I/O?operator in B.

The bijective mapping / further reduces the hardware overhead by implementing the

SL elements using the Boolean logic operators with the mapping circuitry. The structure

of SL elements, derived from Proposition 2.3 and the bijective mapping / is depicteil in

Figure 2.3.In the Figure 2.3, c; and d¿ denote the ith input and output status respectiveþ,

each of &-bits. The mapping circuitry f {Rep(c¿)} can be considered as a fl,ag functi,on f (c¿)

which produces 7 if c¿ € G and 0 if c¿ € -F. Boolean logic circuitry performs required logic

operations and provide binary valued outputs to the inverse mapping circuitry /-1 which

(2.4)

Boolean
Logic

Circuitry

f { Rep (c,) }

f{ReP¡s¡¡

I
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Binary
Input

Figure 2.4: Structure of inverse mapping circuitry /-1.

maps binary valued outputs to the corresponding representative elements ø and 3t. The

structure of the inverse mapping circuitry -f-1 is shown in Figure 2.4. When the control

wire C is 1, switches are set to produce u and when 0, g, respectively. The output of

this form of switch is controlled by its selected input, but inverted in value. The most

significant bit of the output is denoted as MSB and the least significant bit as LSB. In

this implementation, r is assumed to be 0110 and. 31 1001 which is a bit-wise complement

of ø. Such a choice of 3r improves the fault detection capability of the /-1 circuitry. This

is because the number of faults detected at the output of the /-1 circuitry is one less

than the Hamming distance between ¿ and 3r, denoted as d¡¡(xr3r), and is maximum if
du(*,U) : k. The maximum Hamming distance, d,¡¡(x,a) : k, implies that y must be

the bit-wise complement of ¿. Fault detection on the inverse mapping circuitry /-1 can be

achieved by observing the output of this circuitry. Detection of d,¿ (,9/ implies that the ith
inverse mapping circuitry .f-1 is faulty.

Implementation of the mapping circuitry f {Rep(c¿)}, depends on applications. One

implementation example may consider the fault-tolerant cod.ing scheme which determines

the elements of G from a Hamming distance consideration. In this coding scheme, the

representative elements u and gr are separated at the maximum Hamming distance of fr.

The subset G includes al.l elements encompassed in a circle centered at ø with the Hamming

13
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distance ofradius r, where 0 ( r ( f. forexample, if.k : 4,r - 0LL0, and r : 1 then

G : {0100, 1000,0110,0111,1110},

f {Rep(c¿)} = -Í"7rÍ_rþv

IsI2hIsY
ÍsI2hIsv
ÍsIzhIoY
IsI2I17s,

where 1¿ denotes the lth bit iocation of input of the mapping circuitry f {Rep(c¿)}. A fault

model for such a coding scheme may well describe faults which change ¿ at most f - t titt.
For the special case of lGl = t, the implementation of the mapping circuitry,/{Rep(c¿)},is

a k-input AND gate with an input pattern of c because the mapping circuitry only requires

to recognize the representative element ø. For example, if ¿ : 0LL0, then f {Rep(c¿)} :
TsIzItTo. If lGl and l"Fl are relativeþ large, an artificial neural network implementation

may be efficient not only to avoid the design diff.culty but also to provide fault-tolerance to

the f {Rep(q)} circuitry. The neural network would be required to discriminate elements

in the subsets G and r' and. to produce 1 if input status c e. G and 0 otherwise.

Figure 2.5 shows implementations of a primitive SL element. These primitive SL ele-

ments can be used to implement any SL function. AJternativeþ, any SL functions can be

realized using the primitive Boolean logic operations with the mapping circuitry. This is be-

cause the mappings Rep and / can express any SL function with the corresponding Boolean

function which can be obtained by replacing the primitive SL operators with the corre-

sponding primitive Boolean logic operators. For example, if the SL function is g(c1, c2, ca) =

-c1 tt c2frcs then the corresponding Boolean function is g'(clr"L,cL) =¿Lv clrtrc!", where

cl e B and denotes f {Rep(c;)} or /(ci). The corresponding Boolean function is used in the

implementation of Boolean logic circuitry is shown in Figure 2.3. Hence, any SL function

can be implemented using the corresponding Boolean function with the mapping circuitry.

This is formally stated in the following proposition.

Proposition2.4 Any SL functi,on g(4,czr...,cn) can be i,mplemented using the corre-

spond,i,ng Boolean functi,on g'("'rr"'r,...r"'n¡ ,ith the møppi,ng ci,rcuitry Rep, l, and f-r.

I4
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(b)

Figure 2.5: Examptes: (a) 2-input lJ and ll elements and (b) - element.

15
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t_l t-------------l

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Implementation of. SL Majorí,ty function: (a) using primitive SL elements and
(b) using Boolean Majority function.

Proof. Let g(q,c2¡...,c,r) be an arbitrary SL function whose domain is ^9 and range is

5/. Then,

16

g(4rczr " 'rcn) == 7Gi,ci,..-,c:^) by equation (2.1)

f-'U (g("i, c;,..., ";))) since / is bijective

f-t( s'( ÍGi), f @i),. ' ., /("å))), by equations (2.2) through (2.4)

Í-t ( g' Glr, "'r,''', "'n)). 
tr

As an example of Proposition 2.4, we consider an implementation of 3-input SL Majorí'ty

function. The ^9tr Majority function evaluates an odd number of status inputs and produces

ø if more than half of status inputs are t. Otherwise, it produces g. Implementation of a

3-input SL MajoritE function using the primitive SL elements is depicted in Figure 2.6(a),

while an implementation using the Boolean Majority function is shown in Figure 2.6(b).

In this chapter, we d-iscussed mathematical preliminaries for the SL operation of k-bit

status and presented implementations of the SL elements through a semigroup homomor-

phism to avoid design difrculty and to reduce a hardware overhead. Based on the Status

Logic developed in this chapter, the next chapter d-iscusses the concepts of fault counting

and illustrates how the SL elements are used in fault counting.

f rcit



Chapten 3

Concepts of Fault Cor-lnti*g

This chapter presents fault counting which estimates the number of fault-free basic modules

in the system. The objective of fault counting is to approximate the number of fault-free

basic modules from the status of the highest level of hierarchy. Fault counting is carried

out by propagating the status of the basic modules through the hierarchy using the SL

elements. After completion of propagation, the status of the highest level is used to estimate

the number of fault-free basic modules counted based on the SL elements used.

Fault counting comprises of the scale transformation and the interpretation of the fl-

nal status resulted from the scale transformation. The sca,Ie transformation transforms the

number of lower level status into one of status in the higher level. We define the number

of the ith level status that are transformed into one of status in the (i + i)th level as the

scale transformation factor n¿. The criterion for deciding whether the scale transformed

status in the higher level is fault-free or faulty is based on the SL elements used in the cor-

responding scale transformation. Successive application of the sca,le transformation reduces

the total number of -f[ status to one final status which is the status of the highest level.

The interpretation of the fi.nal status is to estimate the number of fault-free basic modules

from the outcome of the final status. The estimation is based on (in each stage of the scale

transformation): the scale transformation factor n¿; the number of the fauit-free status in

z¿; and the SL elements used.. We can consider the interpretation of the final status as ¿

reverse process of the scaJ.e transformation.

As an example, let Figure 3.1 represent the two-dimensional status map of the basic

77
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CHAPTEPL 3. CONCEPTS OF FAULT COUNTING

variable a¿ is given by:

P¿(a¿) = l:: ) pi'G-Pò)n;-o;, oli'<m,.\ r/ 

\"¿ /

19

(3.1)

where rn denotes the number of stages of the scale transformation carried out to produce

the final status and where:

n¿l

a¿l(n¿ - o,¿)l'

Note that when i : 0, the probability p6 in equation (3.1) denotes the yield of the basic

modules. In this example, we assume po : ll2" Using the probability distribution of a¿

given in equation (3.1), the probabilities of a,ll cases which c¿ produces the fault-free status

in the (? + 1)th level are summed to form a new probability p¿+t of which the status of

(? + 1)th level is fau-lt-free. The probability p¿+r can be expressed as:

p¿+t = Ð pr(or),
di=0¿

(3.2)

where d¿ is defined as the minimum number of fault-free status required for the SL element

to produce the fault-free status in the (¿ + 1)th level. We can consider 0¿ as a threshold,

that is the scale transformation results in the fault-free status if and only if a¿ ) 0¿. In the

example, the status of (e* 1)th levei becomes fault-free if. a¿ = 5, 6, 7,8, 9. Therefore,

p¿+t is obtained by summing the probabilities for all possible a¿2 0¿.

We estimate a¿ with the 0¿ and with the expected number of fault-free status that occur

in n¿, denoted as E(a¿). Ilom equations (3.f ) and (3.2), we can calculate E(o,¿) by equation

E("¿) : n¿pi. Based on E(a¿) and 0¿, estimation of a¿ is as follows:

o If the scale transformation results in the fault-free status in the (¿ + l)th level, we

know that there are at least d¿ number of fault-free status in the ith level which result

in the fault-free status in the (? + 1)th level. Thus, we estimate a¿ with 0¿.

o If the scale transformation results in the faulty status, we cannot ensure a number

of fault-free status in the lower level. We, however, know that 0 ( a¿ ( á¿ and that

E(o¿) = n¿p¿. Thus, we estimate a¿ either with lE(a¿)11 if ø(a¿) < 0¿ or with one

l 
lE(øi)J denotes the largest integer less than or equal to -Ð(ø;). Approximating the number of fault-free

basic modules using lE(ar)l may yield a pessimistic result. For an optimistic result, one may use fE(ø;)l
in the approximation, where fE(or)l denotes the least integer greater than or equal to -Ð(ai). Or one may
approximate the number of fault-free basic modules by averaging the pessimistic and the optimistic results.

(:; ) 
=



CHAPTER 3. CONCEPTS OF FAULT COUNTING

that is closest to lU(a¿)), if E(a¿) ) á¿. The estimation of a¿ in the case of faulty

status can be expressed by È@):

Ê@ù : LE(z¿)J - oå12r, ILE("ùJ - o¿1. (3.3)

In this example, 0o = 0t = 5, Po = pr = tl2, E(a6) = E(at) = 912, L¿(".)l :

L¿("r)l : 4, and. Ê@ù : E(or) : +. Because the status of the 2nd level is fault-

free, we know, from above analysis, that there are at least 01(: 5) number of fault-free

and at most z1 - h (:4) faulty status in the 1st level. Similarþ, we know that there are

06 x fu (: 25) number of fault-free status in the Oth level which result in d1 fault-free status

in the 1st level and that (n, - 0r) x li(a6¡ (= 16) which result in (n1 - 11) faulty status in

the 1st level. Therefore, based on this analysis, there are 41 fault-free status and 40 faulty

status in the Oth level. Hence there are 41 fault-free basic modules in the system. In the

example, 0s x h number of the fault-free basic modules must exist to produce the fault-free

final status. IMe define 7 as the essential number of fault-free basic modules that produces

the fault-free final status. The 7 can be expressed as:

n-L
'Y : u^M00,

à-o

where z- denotes the number of the fault-free status in the highest (mth) level and is either

0 or 1. If the final status is fault-free so that ü* = 1, then we can ensure ''l = îoX...Xî¡n-y
fault-free basic modules exist and if faulty um = 0, we can not ensure any necessary number

of fault -free basic modules.

The interpretation can be carried out systematically by employing a 2 x 2 matrix D¡

defined as:

D¡ = lI, _, T,r\'rurr)
The matrix D¡ in equation (3.5) enables us to express the estimated totalnumber of fault-

free status in the zth level, denoted as u,i) and faulty status, ø¿:

U¡ = Di Ui+r, (3.6)

where TJi: lu¿,a¿]T. fi the matrix D¡ is invariant through the sca,le transformation, say

Di = D for all i, the recursive equation (3.6) reduces to:

(3.4)

(3.5)

U6 = D- {J-. (3.7)
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A solution of the matrix D- can be found in [16, 2]. The solution of the matrix D- adapted

from [2] is:

D*: þou-*þJ,

where I is a 2 x 2 identity matrix and where B6 and B1 are:

(3.8)

27

\m \/n
() 

- 
Al -^2Po-l--------ì-lÀt-Àz

h: ÀT_þoÀt

: \T - þoÀ2,

(3.e)

(3.10)

where Às and À1 are the eigenvalues of D. trbom equations (3.7) and (3.8), we can obtain

the total number of the fault-free basic moduLes (26) and the faulty basic modules ('u6)

directiy. In the example illustrated in Figure 3.1, eigenvalues of D (Ào : 9, Àr = 1) are

obtained. Using equations (3.9) and (3.10), þo = L0 ar'd B1= -9 are also obtained. Because

Do = Dr, Uo - D'rJz and hence:

^l¿

t;

Note that the total number of basic modules N = uolae and that the yield Y : uolN. The

number of fault-free basic modules counted by the scale transformation can be increased

by using different SL elements which require a higher threshold value of d¿. Suppose we

require 0¿ : 7 for all i in the previous example. Then, first we have ps = 112 as before

lnl : l: !,)'

îl,lål

-31,1ål

tål

].

]-

Il¿iî]lål
i¿rl
Lnol

(p, ll i
(ltBi3



and p1 = 0.09 calculated from equation (3.2). Second, E("o) = 912 and E(41) = 0.8 are

calculated and Ê(as):4 and n@ù:0 are obtained from equation (3.3). Finall¡ using

Ê@ù and É(a1), the matrices Ds and Dy are also obtained and are:

D^: lr ¡1 lz ^1.Ds: l; il'''=L; nl

If the final status is fault-free after the scale transformation, then:

f ", l lr olltl
L'l: lz nlLoi

CHAPTER 3. CONCEPTS OF FAULT COUNTING

Compared to the example considered fot 0¿ = 5, z6 in the case of' 0¿ - 7 is increased from

47 to 57 and 7 from 25 to 49. Note that since p¿..,.1 for 0¿ = 7 is smaller than p¿..1 for 0¿ = $,

the probability of which the fault-free final status is resulted in the sca,le transformation

with d¿ = 7 is less th¿n that of 0¿ = 5. \Me can increase 7 up to N by using the ^9tr AND (n)

element in the scale transformation. If the scale transformation using ll results in the fault-

free final status, we can conclude that all of the basic modules are fault-free. Based on the

analysis illustrated above, 'ù/e can approximate the number of fault-free and faulty basic

modules by the outcome of the final status resulted from the scale transformation.

In addition to fault counting, the scale transformation with t-l discussed above yields

a fault location property. The faulty basic modules can be located by tracing the faulty

status from the highest level of hierarchy to the faulty basic modules. As an example, an

implementation of a binary tree fault location circuit is shown in Figure 3.2. In the binary

interconnection, two lower levels determine the status of the higher levei. Figure 3.2 shows

how a binary search is carried out to find the faulty basic modules. The basic modules

are located in the leaf nodes and are numbered from 0 to 7. The fllled leaf nodes denote

the faulty basic modules, the blanked the fault-free status, and the shaded the hierarchical

lzl
Lrl'

lnl = ltrl[;]
ls¿l= lrn l'
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Figure 3.2: Fault location using ,Str AND (11) element.

Figure 3.3: Scale transformation using SL OR (U) element.

level with the faulty status. By tracing the faulty status from the root node to the basic

modules, the faulty basic modules can be located in O(log/[) steps.

As similar to the scale transformation with the f-l element, the scale transformation with

the SL O,B (U) element also yields an interesting property. The property is that the status

of the higher level becomes fault-free, if the higher level contains at least one fault-free basic

module and faulty, otherwise. In such hierarchical interconnections, eliminating all of the

faulty basic modules is relativeþ easy because the higher levels can pmne the faulty lower

levels using the status of the lower levels. As an example, the binary tree interconnection

with the ll element is depicted in Figure 3.3. The status of the higher level becomes faulty

if they contain no fault-free lower levels. Eliminating or pruning the faulty lower level can

be accomplished by using a ui,sit/prune (V/P) circuit shownin Figure 3.4. The V/P circuit

23
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Higher
Level
HM

24

Higher
Level
HM

Lower
Level
HM

Figure 3.4: Visit/Prune (V/P) circuit.

selects the visit link, if the status of lower level is fault-free and prune, otherwise. By

connecting the lower level to the higher level through the V/P circuit located in the higher

level, we can eliminate the lower level which contains no fault-free basic modules. This

motivates a design of the self-pruning binary tree (SPBT) which is reported in [13, 14] and

which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Self-Pruníng tsinary Tlee
Architecture

This chapter concentrates on architectures for linearly connected WSI arrays. Linear ar-

rays permit efficient utilization of functional processing elements (PEs) on a wafer, with

connection logic overhead sma,ller than in other configurations. Promising applications for

linearly connected WSI arrays include linear systolic arrays, digitat implementation of neu-

ral networks, and memory systems [4].

Several schemes have been proposed for embedding linear arrays. Manning [7], Aubusson

and Catt [1], and. Koren [5] introduced. schemes to reconfigure linear arrays on square-

connected arrays. In these schemes, a chain is grown by joining the fault-free PEs from

their nearest neighbors. The PE utilization (or harvest), defined as the number of utilized

PEs over the number of functional PEs, is low for these schemes primarily due to the nearest

neighbor restrictions [10]. Rosenberg [9] proposed the Diogenes scheme of bypassing failed

PEs by using a set of buses which reconfigure both the PEs and the interconnections with

minimal overhead. Ramaswamy et al. [8] also proposed a scheme of bypassing failed PEs by

using an interconnection harness which provides a functional separation between PE and

the inter-cell communication path. AJthough both schemes achieve 100% PE utilization

and design simplicitg they do not appear to be in commercial use. Several authors have

suggested that a disadvantage is that a single fault on the interconnections can make the

entire wafer unusable.

This chapter proposes a self-testing and self-pruning binary tree (SPBT) interconnection

25
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network architecture to tolerate faults on the PEs and the interconnections by pruning the

proper subtrees containing faults. An interconnection includes both the data paths and the

interconnection test control hne, Test. The data path includes data links, pipeline registers,

and switches such as multiplexers (MUX's) and demultiplexers (DMUX's). Extensions to

this work would be the adoption of a seif-timed asynchronous protocols. The binary tree

in the proposed architecture is generated by successive formation of hierarchical modules

(HMs). For a set of N PEs on the wafer, reconfiguration time for this architecture is

O(Iog¡f). The propagation delay (PD) is @(log¡f) and is independent of the number of

faulty PEs.

4.'i, Self-Pruning Binary Tbee Interconnection Network Ar-
chitecture

The basic element of the SPBT interconnection network architecture under consideration is

an HM which recursiveþ subdivides into two lower level HMs, linked together by a binary

tree interconnection structure. The goal of the SPBT architecture is to provide a reliable

and. a fast-reconfi.gurable interconnection network architecture for linear WSI arrays. The

SPBT architecture utilizes a parallel interconnection self-test to detect faults in the network

and prunes the faulty components from the binary tree at higher levels of the hierarchy.

Pruning occnrs at the 1st level of the hierarchy above the faults. Figure 4.1 shows the SPBT

with its associated level hierarchy. The leaf nodes or PEs are connected hierarchically using

switch nodes (SNs). The PEs are assumed to be self-testable and are tested in parallel

prior to the interconnection self-test. In the example shown, the PEs are numbered from

0 to 7 so that consecutiveþ numbered leaf nodes are adjacent. The corresponding binary

representation of each number can serve as the PE address . Let {m}z denotes the address

of PE m. By presenting the left and the right child with 0 and 1 respectiveþ, the PE can

be reached from the root by tracing the PE address from left to right. The hierarchicaily

connected SNs form hierarchical modules, as shown in in Figure 4.2. The corresponding

boundary of a HM represents the number of PEs covered. by a uisit status register (VSR)

in the SN. The VSR stores the visit status which indicates the existence of functional PEs

and fault-free paths to the functional PEs within the HM. If the content of VSR is valid,

the correspond.ing HM contains the functional PEs which can be visited or routed, and

26
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Figure 4.1: Topological view.

27
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To
Left

child
Node

(0)

To
Right
child
Node

(1)

Figure 4.3: Structure of switch node (SN).

if the VSR is invalid, no PEs can be visited. The visit status of PEs obtained from the

parallel self-test are propagated through the hierarchy to determine the status ofhierarchical

modules during the interconnection self-test. Because propagation of the status through the

hierarchy is not a fault-free process in a potentially defective large systems, and because

the visit status is used to provide a test vector in the interconnection self-test, a single-bit

status with 1- indicating valid and 0 invalid is not adequate for such an environment. Thus,

a multibit (k-bit, k > 1) visit status register is used in the SPBT for a higher reliability of

the status and for the interconnection self-test. We select one state of the VSR out of 2å

possible states to be the valid visit status ø.

The interconnection seH-testability of the SPBT can be accomplished by making the SN

self-testable. The SN also tests the interconnection between the SNs by propagating the

valid visit status of the lower level to the higher level through the interconnection to be

tested. The propagation ofthe valid visit status is carried out by copying the content ofthe

VSR in the lower level to the higher level. The structure of a self-testable SN is depicted in

Figure 4.3. The SN inciudes additional logic circuitry associated with the interconnection

self-test. The VSR is a feedback shift register with parallel loading capability and a feedback

connection through the universal gate U. The universal gate (Figure 4.4) performs AND (^)

28
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tr roggte ff

f= AB +TA+TB

Figure 4.4: Universal gate U.

function while the toggle flip-flop T = 0 anrl OR (V) while T = I alternateþ on the feedback

and incoming signals. The purpose of the U gate and the feedback connection is to determine

the current status of the node with respect to the data path under test (DUT) and to keep

the VSR from changing an invalid visit status to valid. The interconnection test circuit

unit (ITCU) is used to test the data paths. The structure of single-bit ITCU is shown in

Figure 4.5. The single-bit ITCU can easily be extended to a multi-bit ITCU by performing

a linear scaling, as depicted in Figure 4.6. For simplicity, we describe the ITCU as if it were

a single-bit. One can, however, replace the single-bit ITCU with the multi-bit, if required.

The shift register in the ITCU has the same size and structure as the VSR. This shift

register is used to copy the VSR of the lower level through the DUT and hence is called a

copy register (CR). The CR copies the VSR correctly if and only if the DUT is fault-free.

The control flip-flop.¡f selects the test path L, if the shift register contains the inva,litl visit

status and the path 2, otherwise. The Status Logi,c (SL) O,E (U) shown in Figure 4.3

determines the VSR of the higher level based on the copied status of the left and the right

lower levels provided by the CRs. The U produces the valid visit status ø, if there exists

at least one CR which contains the valid. visit status and outputs the invalid. visit status 3t,

otherwise. The g is chosen to be the bit-wise complement of the valid visit status. Such a

choice of g improves the fault detection capabiJity of the U element. In ord.er to produce

the valid visit status from the invalid, all of & output lines of the Ll element should be stuck

at the logic value of the valid visit status. The control flip-fl.ops ff 0 throrg}r ff 2 provide
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Figure 4.5: Interconnection test circuit unit (ITCU).

control signaJs for the switches (MUXs and DMUXs) and are assumed to be fault-freel. The

MUXs controlled by the ff 0 and the ff I provide the capability of visiting or pruning the

left and the right subtrees respectively. We introduce a binary index variable j to denote

the left if j = 0 and the right otherwise. The control flip-flop ff j is determined by the

flag function f Q$ which produces 1 if its argument contains the valid visit status and

0 otherwise. The MUX selects the prune 1ink, if the content of control flip-flop is 0 and

selects the visit link, otherwise. We denote the pipeline register and the MUX controlled by

.¡f jincluding the datalink which connects them as a aisí,t/prune(YlP) circuit. Note that

the SN, as depicted in Figure 4.3, has two V/P circuits; the left and the right. The control

fl.ip-fl.op ff 2 is also determined by the flag function f (VSR) and controls both the DMUX

and MUX which provide the paths for copying the VSR and for normaJ. operation. The ff 2
allows the VSR in the lower level to propagate to the CR in the higher level. If the VSR

contains the valid visit status , the ff 2 selects the copy link which connects the CR and the

lAlthough, the control flip-flops a.re assumed to be fault-free, they can be tested in scan chain prior to
reconfiguration. This subject, however, is not discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 4.6: Multibit (/-bit) ITCU.
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VSR
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Figure 4.7: Switch node in normaJ. operation.

VSR. Otherwise, Ihe ff 2 selects the bypass link so that the content of CR is recirculated.

Based on the contents of the control fl-ip-flops ff 0 throrgh ff 2, a desired test path can be

constructed.

Normal operation begins after the contents of control flip-flops in every SN are de-

termined through the interconnection self-test. The SN in normal operation is shown in

Figure 4.7. The ff 0 and ff 1 provide the control signaJs for the left MUX and the right

respectively. The lower levels are visited or pruned. depending on the contents of. the ff 0

and ff 1.

The next section discusses a fault model and the interconnection self-test procedure

which detects faults by propagating the visit status of the lower level to the higher level.

4.2 Fault Model and Fault Detection

Faults considered are: control stuclc-at (SA) faults in the switches; SA faults on data links

and pipeline registers; and the interconnection test control (Test) SA faults. A functional

test is applied to detect these faults. Let C be the Boolean control input for the switch on

a chosen path. Let t;n and. t¿¿¿ rêprês€nt the test input and the test output on the path

respectiveþ. The following test input can detect faults:
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Figure 4.8: Visit/pmne (V/P) circuit in test mode.

c Data links (or pipeline regi,sters) SA-0/1. We apply t¿n = 07 or 10. A fault exists

if t6¿¿: 00 or 11.

o Control SA-0 fault ín the swi.tch (MUX and DMUX). We apply tin = 7 with C = 1.

A fault exists if to6 : 0. (t¿n an.d tou¿ are the test input and the test output on the

path selected by the control C, respectiveþ The test input and the test output on

the remaining paths are 0s.)

o Control SA-1 fault in the sui,tch. We apply t;.n : 7 with C : 0. A fault exists if
tout = 0'

c Shift registers (VSR and CR) SA-0/1. \Me first load the shift register with invalid

visit status g and shift ,k times with t¿n : U. Second, we load the shift register with the

valid visit status ø and shift 2& times with t¿n = n. A fault exists if tou¿ f æny. The

frrst rg detects SA-0/1 faults in the loading circuitry and the second ø the shifting

circuitry.

o Interconnection test control (Test) SA-0/1. Assume that the VSR initially contains

the invalid status g ar.d that the loading operation of the VSR is synchronized with

the transition of the Test. We apply tin : r to the VSR with Test: 1 --+ 0. A fault

exists if tou¿ = y.

We first consider testing the V/P circuits using the above test. Figure 4.9 shows the V/P
circuit in the test mode. Two AND (A) gates select the path 1 and the path 2 depending

on the content of the control flip-flop ff j, and are used to detect the control SA-0/1 faults

in the MUX. Thepath 1is tested whtLeff j = 0 andthepath2 while ff j=1. Notethat the
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path 2 is tested if the corresponding CR contains the valid visit status, and left untested

otherwise. We apply functional test only to the portions of circuit which will be utilized

in the normal operation. It is not necessary to test the data path to the faulty child node.

The controi SA-0/1 faults in the MUX, when detected, behave as SA-0 faults in the data

links. We consider the V/P circuit shown in Figure 4.8 as a data link during the test.

The interconnection self-test between the ith and (ø + 1)th levels can be described by

two ITCUs. As shown in Figure 4.9, they are combined in such a way that the first ITCU

is rotated by 180' and connected to the second through the data path d,o and d6. The

data path do and d6 include the left and the right V/P circuits respectively. The bypass

link is formed in the ith level ITCU to a,llow a linear connection between the left and the

right child nodes. An additional bypass link in the higher ((i, + I)th) level is to test the

switches in the second ITCU and to provide the test path 2 in the V/P circuit shown in

Figure 4.8. We denote Figure 4.9 as an interconnection test circuit (ITC). The ITC uses the

contents of both the VSR and CR to provide test vectors for the DUT and their contents in

fault location after reconfiguration. The idea of ITC is to sensitize the DUT by copying the

contents of the VSR to the CR whose contents are subject to change due to faults. A desired

path in the ITC can be selected and tested by activating the proper switches. Figure 4.10

illustrates the DUT associated with the control signals and describes how the VSR in the

lower level is propagated to the higher level. Let the shaded VSR and the CR denote the

VSR and the CR which contain the invalid visit status respectiveþ The interconnection

self-test procedure can be described in 3 steps with following assumptions:

Assumptions: Both the VSR and the CR initially contain the invalid visit status. The

VSR is initially loaded with the invalid status g and the CR with Ls and 0s at the

even and the odd bit locations respectively. The initial content of CR (0101..'01)

a,llows the valid visit status in the VSR to propagate to the CR correctly, if the DUT

is fault-free. The VSR and its toggle flip-flop ? become active if ff2: 1. Similarly,

the CR and its toggle flip-fl.op T are active if tr j = 0. The ?est makes a transition

every 2k shifts to update the VSR, ff j, and, ff2. The VSR and ff j are updated when

Test: t -* 0, and ff 2 when Tesú - 0 ---+ 1.

Step 1: Initially both the ff j and ff 2 arc reset. The VSR is inactive and the CR

active. The DUT shown in Figure a.10(a) is selected by the ff j al.d. ff 2 and is tested
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Figure 4.9: Interconnection test circuitry (ITC).

Figure 4.10: Data path under test (DUT) associated with control signals. (^) tr i : ff2 : 0.

(b) tr i: o and ff2:1. and (") tr i - ff2: I.
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by coping the content of CR to itself through DUT. This step repeats until the VSR

contains the valid visit status.

c Step 2: If the content of VSR becomes valid, the ff 2 is set. Both the VSR and CR

are active. The CR copies the VSR through the DUT shown in Figure 4.10(b).

o Step 3: If the copied status is valid, the ff j is set and the CR becomes is inactive.

The .¡f j enables the bypass link in the higher level to test the path 2 in the V/P

circuit, as depicted in Figure a.10(c). The content of VSR may change while the ff j
is set but is restored by the ieft and the right CRs through the ^92 OR (LJ) in every

upd.ate.

In step 1, the CR tests the path shown in Figure a.10(a) by circulating its content through

the path until the VSR contains the valid visit status. While circulating, the faults in the

path change the content of the CR and hence are detected. Let a stuclc-at fault indicator

variable so,n indicates a SA-0/1 fault in the DUT and denote:

I s if a line p is stuclc-at-q
sr,e =l Ç Otherwise

The copying process in Figure a.10(a) can be described by serial operations (n and V) on

the signals from the DUT and the content of CR, from the least significant bit (tSB) to

the most signifrcant bit (MSB), according to the following expression:

36

c[::t)n : clh?o,,r.v s¿^,sc$l)

c[:*')n = cl*,*rV (rd",r v s¿",sc!zl*t)

(4.1)

(4.2)

where n : 0,1,2, - - - ,Ç and where C$f, aú Cíh,+, denote the even and odd bit locations

of CR respectivelg after ú,t shifts for ¿ > 0. As usual, A is omitted. In this case, do and

d,6 are considered to be the same because the faults in do are not distinguished from those

in d,a. Stuck-at-0 and SA-1 faults in the path change the content of even bit locations

(equation (4.1)) to 0s and the odd (equation (4.2)) to 1s, respectiveþ. For example, due to

SA-0 and SA-1 faults in the path, the CR contains all 0s and all 1s, respectively.

In the step 2, as shown in Figure 4.10(b), if the VSR contains the valid visit status, the

VSR becomes active and is copied to the CR through do and d¿. The purpose of copying
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the VSR to the higher level is to identify the fault-free child node and the fault-free path

to the fault-free child node. The copy process in Figure 4.10(b) can also be expressed by

serial operations (Â and V) on the VSR and the CR according to the following expressions:
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where V,!! andVlÍ+, denote the even and odd bit locations of VSR respectiveþ, after tk

shifts. The copy process is carried out by shifting the content of VSR in the lower level

to the CR in the higher level and that of the CR to the VSR simultaneously through the

DUT. While shifting, the content of VSR and of CR are fed back through the t/ gate which

performs A and V alternateþ on the feed.back signals and the incoming signals from the

DUT. Fbom equations (4.3) - (4.6), if the paths considered in the steps L and 2 are fau-it-free

and the VSR contains the valid visit status, the following equations are true for all n after

2k shifts:

vlt+r'¡n = vl*Go"lv s¿^,sc$f;)

v:#\)u : vl**rV ('¿",, v 
"¿",ocih+)

ctft)r = cihþor,rv s¿u,svj!)

ct:*tln = cif;+rV (s¿u,r v s¿o,sv':f;¡t)

r/(t+1)frv2n

r/(r+1)&
v 2n+L

= c[::')r : v2n

= ctfl{ :vzn+t

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

where V2n atdVzn+t are the even and odd bit locations of the valid visit status. Therefore,

if the interconnections are fault-free and the VSR contains the valid visit status, the VSR

is copied to the CR after 2k shifts.

As it can be observed in equations (4.3) - (4.6), SA-0 faults in the data path do and

d¿ change the even bit locations of the VSR and the CR (equations (a.3) and (4.5)) to 0

respectiveþ and SA-1 faults change the odd bit locations (equations (a.a) and (a.6)) to 1.

The vatd visit status for a VSR should contain at least one L in the even bit locations

and 0 in the odd in order to detect SA-0/1 faults respectiveþ. The 2-bit visit status which

satisfies the condition for the valid visit status is only sufrcient to detect the faults in the

data path but not to locate the faulty data path. A minimum of 4-bit valid visit status is

necessary to detect and to locate faulty data path. For the valid status of k ) 4, we also

require the valid visit status to contain the same number of 0s and ls in both the even and
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CR

CR

Figure 4.11: Contents of VSR and CR after test.

odd bit locations. This requirement yields an ability to locate a single faulty data path

and to identify the fault type: SA-0/1. As an example, the valid visit status candidates

for a 4-bit VSR are 0011-, 0110, 1100 and 1001,. Figure 4.11 summarizes the contents of

both the VSR and CR after the test. The valid visit status ¿ is assumed to be 0110. Fault

location is carried out based on the content of both the VSR and CR after reconfiguration.

The VSR may contain either c (01i0) or 3r (1001). In the case of the VSR (1001) shown

in Figure 4.11(a), the contents of CR, 0000 and 1111, identify SA-0 and 1 faults in the

DUT shown in Figure 4.10(a), respectiveþ The data path SA-0 faults cause more 0s than

1s in the CR and SA-1 more 1s than 0s. Similarly, in the case of the VSR (0110), the

contents of CR shown in Figure 4.11(b) identify SA-0/1 faults in the in the DUT shown

in Figure 4.10(b). Note that SA-0/1 faults in the bypass link discussed in Figure 4.10(a)

behave as the same fault in the do because the fault in the bypass link changes the content

of CR to 0000/1111 prior to copying the VSR to the CR.
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4.3 Reconfiguration of SFBT Architecture

The SPBT architecture employs a bottom-up approach to reconfigure a linear WSI array on

a potentially defective binary tree interconnection network. Reconfiguration of the proposed

scheme can be considered as a process of determining the contents of control flip-flops .¡f 0

and ff / for the left and the right V/P circuits in every SNs respectively. Reconfiguration is

accomplished by propagating the visit status (stored in the VSR) of self-testable PEs to the

root node through the interconnection self-test procedure discussed in the previous section.

During the interconnection self-test procedure, the control flip-flops ff j and ff 2 are used to

construct the desired interconnection test paths and are determined based on the current

visit status stored in the corresponding CR and the VSR. The propagation of the valid visit

status is carried out by copying the VSR in the lower level to the CR in the higher level

through the DUT so that faults in the DUT change the status in the CR to invalid. The

higher level then uses the CR to determine its visit status and to determine the content of

control fl.ip-flop ff j for the corresponding V/P circuit. After reconfiguration, a fault-free

linear WSI array is constructed along the CRs with the valid visit status.

The reconfiguration algorithm is presentetl in Figure 4.12. We assume that the PEs

are self-tested in parallel and provide their status to the VSRs prior to the reconfiguration.

As illustrated in the reconfiguration algorithm, every hierarchical level is incorporated into

a parallel interconnection self-test. The interconnection self-test procedure is required to

repeat log l/ times in order to propagate the visit status of PEs to the root node. The

interconnection self-test procedure presented in Figure 4.L2,is an algorithmic version of the

interconnection self-test discussed in the previous section. In the reconfiguration algorithm,

the VSR¿,¡ represents the VSR of the left ¿th level if j - 0 and the right if j : 1.

Similarþ the CR¿¡1,¡ represents the left CR in the (ø + 1)th level if j = 0 and the right if
j : 1. Reconfiguration begins after the PE test. The Tesú becomes high and initiates the

interconnection self-test. The ?esú updates the control flip-flops ff¿+t2 and ff¿,¡2 with the

flag functions -F( VSR¿+) and .F( VSR¿,¡) respectively. If the Boolean expression -ff;,¡2nftr*t¡

is satisfied, the first call command in the 'dl-statement invokes the copy procedure present in

Figure 4.13. Figure 4.13 shows how theprocedure COPY operates. The symbol ll denotes

the parallel cornposition of program parts which can be executed in parallel. The procedure

COPY accepts the Source Register (SR) and the Copy Register (CR) and copies the SR
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Step L: {PEs are seH-tested in parallel and provide their visit status to the VSRs.i
Step 2: {Reconfiguration is carried out according to the following procedure.}

loyi = 0 to IogN -1 do in parallel
for m:1to logN d,a

b egin{interconnection self-test }
for j - 0 to 1do in parallel

Test: 7;

ff¿+û *- F(VSR¿+I);

ff0¡2 * î(VSR¿,¡);

if ffi,j2 A-ff¿+ti calt COPY(Ch+t,j, CR¿+t,¡);
else if ff¿,¡2 Aî¿+ti call COPY(VSR¿,¡, CR¿+t,¡);
else skip;
fr

Test = 0;

VSR¿¡1 <- CR¿+t,o U CR¿111;

ff¿+ti <- f(CR¿+t,¡);
rof

end {interconnection self-test }
m:mtL;

rof
rof

Figure 4.12: Reconfrguration algorithm.
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procedure COPY (Source Register (^çA[k])' Copy Register (CA[k]))

forn=Lto2&do
if 7 then

SR *- ^98[1 : k - 7],.9rR[0](s¿",1 V s¿",sCA[0])

ll CR * CRll: k - tl, CA[0](s¿0,1 V s¿r,s,9Ã[0]);

else
SR *- ^94[1 : k - t\,^tft[O] v ("d",t v s¿,,sCBl}))

ll CA,- CRIL: & - t], CÃ[0] V ("¿o,r V s¿u,e^98[0]);

fi
T<-nmod2;
n=ntl;

rof

return

Figure 4.13: Copy algorithm.

to the CR through the DUT. The copy process is carried out by shifting the content of

SR to the CR and that of CR to the SR simultaneously through the DUT as discussed in

the previous section. Execution of the flrst call command results in copying the content

of CR¿¡1,¡ to itself through the DUT, as shown in Figure 4.74. After 2k shifts, the Test

becomes low and updates the VSR;a1 with both the CR¿+t,o and Cfi¿+r,1 and the VSR¿,¡

with the corresponding CRs through the Str OR (LJ), as depicted in Figure 4.15. At the same

time, the ff¿+rj is also updated by the F(C&+r,¡). Similarly, the second call command

is executed if the Boolean expression ff;,¡2 A-ff¿+ti is satisfied. The second call command

invokes the copy procedure which copies the VSR¿,¡ to the CR¿+t,j through the DUT, as

shown in Figure 4.16. If the copied status in the CR;+t,j is valid, the ff¿*1j is set and the

VSR¿+t,t contains the valid visit status after the following update. In the case for which the

Boolean expression ff¿+tj holds, the CR¿41,¡ becomes inactive and hence the copy procedure

is skipped. The interconnection self-test procedure described above repeats log tr/ times.

As an example, we consider the interconnection test of the SPBT architecture with faulty

data paths and a Testcontrol line failure as shown in Figure 4.17. The valid visit status is

assumed to be 0110. The interconnection test for Figure 4.tT at each stage is presented. in

Figures 4.18 - 4.21. Figure 4.18 shows initial contents of the VSRs and the CRs. The visit

41,
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VSR

Figure 4.74: Copying content of CR¿s,¡ to itself through DUT.

Figure 4.15: Updating VSR based on copied status stored in left and right CRs.
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VSR

Figure 4.16: Copying valid visit status in VSR to CR through DUT.

status of self-testable PEs are a,lso provid.ed. After first copy and update, as illustrated in

Figures 4.20, the visit status of PEs are propagated to the first level of hierarchy. As a result

of the data paths d, SA-1 and d6 SA-0 faults, the ieft CR and the right contain the invalid

visit status 1110 and 0010 respectively. The Test SA-L fault allows the CR to copy the VSR

of PEs but not to update the VSR of the first level. As presented in Figures 4.20 and 4.2I,

the visit status of the first level are similarly propagated to the root node through second

and third copy and update. After completion of propagation, all of the faulty nodes

and faulty interconnections are removed from the binary tree and a desired \MSI array is

constructed along the good HMs formed by the remaining nodes, as shown in Figure 4.22.

The reconfiguration time in this architecture is simply the summation of time for the PE

test and the propagation of the status of PEs through the interconnection self-test. Since

the PE test takes O(1) and the propagation requires O(log/f ), as described in Figure 4.12,

the reconfrguration time is O(log¡f). The formal statement of the reconfi.guration time

bound is in the foilowing Proposition.

Froposition 4.1 Reconf,guration time for the SPBT architecture zs O(log¡f)

Proof. The reconfiguration time is the summation of the time required. for testing PEs

and for determining VSRs of the higher level through the interconnection self-test. Since

PEs can be tested in parallel, the time required for the PE test is O(1) and is independent
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Figure 4.17: Reconfiguration example.

Figure 4.18: Initial contents of VSR and CR.
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Figure 4.19: After first copy and update.
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Figure 4.20: .þrfter second copy and update.

Figure 4.21: After third copy and update.
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Figure 4.22: F.,econfigured. array.

of the number of PEs. Simiiarly, since the interconnection and the SNs are a,lso tested in

parallel d.uring the interconnection test, the minimum required time for testing each level

by copying and updating is (2k f 1) cycles2 and is constant when k is fixed' \Me should

allow, however, loglü steps for the status of leaf nodes to reach the root. Hence, the total

time required for the reconfiguration is (2k * 1)logl[ cycles and is therefore O(log¡f). n

Since the CR contains the result of the interconnection test associated with the VSR of

the lower level after the interconnection test, the VSR of the higher level can be expressed

in terms of the VSR of the lower level and the interconnection fault indicator variable ø¿:

I o if IN¿ is faulty
't = I 1 if /¡rr is fault-free

where 11rI¿ denotes the interconnection between the ith and the (i + 1)th levels. The boolean

variable u¿ indicates the status of interconnection between the ¿th and the (z 1 l)th level.

Let a binary operation fl be defined as Boolean AND (A) operation between vector of length

k and a scalar Boolean value in such a way that the operation is treated as if the scalar

value is replaced with vector of length k in which every element has the same value as the

scalar operand. For example,

trr¿n(0110) - (w¿w¿w¿u¿)n(0110) = (Otr¿tr¿0)

46

2It requires {(¿ + l)k * 1} cycles to test a l-bit data path using the l-bit ITCU depicted in Figure 4.6.
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Then VSR¿+1 may have the form:

VSR¿a1 : CR¿,oUCR¿,'

= (VSR¿,6 n ?r¿,0) u (VSR¿¡n ui,t) (4.e)

where ,i, : 0,1,2," -., (logl{ - 1) and where the subscripts (2,0) and (i, 1) denote the left and

right chitd of (i * 1)th levet. The VSR of (i * L)th level remains va.lid while one of the VSR

of ith level is valid and the interconnection is fault-free. The recurrence equation presented

in (4.9) enables us to express the VSR of the higher level in terms of the VSR of the leaf

nodes and the successive ANDing of w¿s from the (? + 1) level to the leaf nodes' Thus, the

VSR of (i + l)th level is valid while the (i + 1)th level contains at least one functional PE

and the fault-free path to the functional PE. The formal statement of the valitl visit status

of the higher level with respect to the status of the leaf nodes or PEs follows.

Proposition 4.2 The VSR of the higher leuel (or h'í,erarchical module (HM)) í's ualí'd if
and onlg if there ex,i,sts at least one Juncti,onal PE and one fault-free path from the hígher

leuel to the functional PE.

Proof. By evaluating equation (4.9) recursively from { = (log/{ - 1) down to 0, the valid

VSR¿¡1 contains at least one valid VSRy Thus, if the VSR¿+1 is valid then the (i + t)

level of HM contains at least one functional PE and a fault-free path to the functional PE'

Converseþ, by evaluating equation (4.9) successiveþ from i - 0 up to (log/{ - 1), one valid

V^9Ëo and the fault-free path to the (i + 1) level of HM are sufrcient to produce the valid

VSR¿¡1. Therefore, if there exists at least one functional PE and the fault-free path to the

functional PE, then the VSR of the higher level is valid. n

Expressing the VSR of the root (denoted as I/^94,) in terms of u¿ and the VSR of the

leaf nodes (denoted as V^9Es) we obtain:

47

N-r.
VSR, = l) VSRo,6j,îW{*},

m=O

where VSRs,þn1J, denotes the VSR of the PE m, and where W{*}, denotes the successive

ANDing of tr¿s guided by {*}z.Equation (4.10) can be proven by mathematical induction

but is omitted. As an example, we consider a HM which has loglÍ : S levels. By selecting

(4.10)
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rrl : 7¡ VSRI,1*¡, becomes the VSR of PE1 ar'd W1*¡, becomes 176e1 which denotes:

Wggl: ttt2,O A U1,OO Â U0,001

Thus, PEl is visited if and only if Woot = 1 and the VSR of PE1 is valid.

The propagation delay (PD), defined as the longest wire length between directly con-

nected nodes, can be estimated by the largest number of switch nodes or pipeline stages

between functional PEs. The PD of this architecture is O(log¡f ) switch node delays and

is independent of the number of faulty FEs. This bound comes from the observation that

accessing any fault-free PEs from the root node requires logl[ SNs (and hence pipeline

stages) and that connecting any two functional PEs requires no more than (21ogJ/ - 1) SNs.

The formal statement of the PD bound follows.

Proposition 4.3 Propagati,on delay (PD) of the SPBT arch'itecture is @(1og1/) pipeline

stages.

Proof. Because only the functional PEs are visited, as required by Proposition 4.2, it
requires log/f pipeline stages to access any functiona,l PEs from the root node. Hence the PD

is O(log¡f). Connecting any two functional PEs, however, takes no more than (2log¡f - 1)

pipeline stages. The maximum PD occllrs at connecting functional PEs which belong to

the different (log/{ - 1) level of subtrees: 1og.ð[ stages to the root and another (log¡f - i)
stages to the functional PE in the different subtree. Thus, the PD is also O(log¡f). By

combining the PD for each case, we have @(Iog/f) pipeline stages. tr

4.4 VLSI Layout of SPtsT

A good implementation of the interconnected tree of PEs and switch nodes may result

from using the H-tree layout. The area bound for an H-tree layout of a N PEs is O(¡f)

[15]. The H-tree layout is built by interconnecting four leaf nodes into an "H" formation.

These H formations are interconnected to form larger H configurations. The advantages of

this layout are that it is planar and all connections from the root to all the leaf nodes are

of the same length. This ensures that a,ll cells have the same access time [3]. As shown

in Figure 4.23, L6leaf nodes (PEs) are connected hierarchicailg using switch nodes, to
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Figure 4.23: VLSI layout of SPBT.

form the H-tree layout. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.23, the leaf nodes are numbered

PEO, PE1, ... , PEl5 and consecutively numbered ieaf nodes are adjacent.

Proper distribution of global control signals is important to minimize noise. For the

proposed architecture one possibility is to run these buses on the tree. The bus width of

the global control bus can be scaled as the bus travels from the root to the leaf nodes. At

each level ofthe hierarchy, the width can be halved, and the bus only needs to carry control

signals for the subtree below. This would help in reducing common-mode noise and wouid

also aid in equalizing the node access time so that the parallel test approach can be reliably

implemented [3].

4.5 Relation to 'Work in Chapters 2 and 3

Reconfiguration of the SPBT interconnection network can be viewed as the scaJe transfor-

mation using the SL OR (n) element presented in Figure 3.3. Propagation of the lower level

status is carried out by copying its content to the CR in the higher level through the data
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Figure 4.24: SL Uniaersal (SL q element.

path. The copied. status is used in the scale transformation and in determining the control

signals for the V/P circuits.

The scale transformations with the ^9tr AND (n) and with the ll elements presented in

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively can be implemented in the SPBT using a SL Uniuersal(SL

U) eiement (Figure 4.24). The ^9tr [/ performs L-J, if control is high and n, otherwise. In

the SPBT with the SL U element, we can first carry out the scale transformation with the

ll through the interconnection self-test to locate faulty basic modules and faulty intercon-

nections. (Fault location may be used in the støti,c reconfigurat'ion environment). We then

perform the scale transformation with the ll to prune the faulty HMs.
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Chapten 5

Concluslons

Concentrating on a hierarchical approach, this thesis presents fault counting and the design

of fault-tolerant hierarchical interconnection networks for linear \MSI arrays using Status

Logic (SL). Static Logic is used to define logic operations between the status of hierarchical

modules. Status Logic elements are implemented through a semigroup homomorphism to

avoid design diffi.culty and. to minimize a hardware overhead.

Using Status Logic, a fault counting scheme which approximates the number of fault-free

basic modules in the wafer is introduced. The objective of fault counting is to approximate

the number of fault-free basic modules by the outcome of the final status. As a special case,

fault counting using l-1 yields a fault location property. After completion of propagation,

the faulty basic modules aïe located within O(log l[) steps by tracing the faulty status from

the highest level of hierarchy to the faulty basic modules.

A novel seH-pruning binary tree (SPBT) interconnection network architecture is pro-

posed in this thesis to build reliable and fast reconfigurable linear WSI arrays of identical

PEs. A binary tree in the proposed architecture is generated by successive formation of

hierarchical modules and used to embed linearly connected pipelined WSI arrays on a par-

tially defective wafer. For ff PEs on the wafer, the reconfrguration time of this architecture

is O(iog¡f). The propagation delay (PD) is bounded by O(log¡f) and is independent of

number of faulty PEs. The proposed architecture can tolerate up to (N - 1) faulty PEs

by pruning the proper level of faulty subtrees (or hierarchical modules) which may include

clustered faults. The regular nature of the SPBT architecture results in easy testing and
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implementation in VLSI or WSI.
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